Letter of Commitment
Receiver to Sender
Dear Sir or Madam,
The company pledges to pay a foreign currency deposit …………………………. The
Euro / Dollar, in accordance with the agreements entered into the text by IP-IP method,
into the stated text. In the text and the presentation of a deposit screenshot or any other
document, within a period of 72 hours, amounts to --% (-% and --%) of the total amount
of the contract to the accounts which announced in writing to the company, will be
deposited in swift 103, if the sender wishes to transfer money by swift 103, the sender
will receive the necessary codes from the receiver, otherwise all transfers will do by the
receiver. (This will be done by mutual agreement.)
After performing the above obligation, the execution of the rest of the contract is
possible.
It should be noted that the above obligation is applicable when the cash payment be
deducted.
Note: 1
From the time of deposit until the screenshot is provided, it is 72 hours of billing time.

Signature
Note: 2

Signature

The officer of the Recipient Bank has the opportunity to download all information
within 48 hours from the time the e-mail was received for downloading the information
(IP), the amount of the subject matter of the contract and other
correspondence sent by the sender to the Officer Bank, and then announce the result to
the sender’s Officer.
Note: 3
In some contracts, if the recipient bank can’t respond by telephone, e-mail, fax or any
other means of communication with the certificates and contracts and correspondence
from the sender’s bank, the recipient’s account holder should follow up and report
submit the confirmation to the officer in writing.
Note: 4
At the beginning of transfer of the funds by IP-IP method, the preparation of bank
documents will be provided by the sender, but then all currency transfers by swift 103
and all relevant bank documents related to it must be prepared by the receiver.
-

The following e-mail is also provided for your office and banking
correspondence info@godfatherfund.com please provide the above mentioned email as well as the contracts between your bank officers.

Sincerely,

Signature
Solar System Fund

Signature

